In this paper the influence of a secondary variable as a function of the correlation with the primary variable for collocated cokriging is examined. For this study five exhaustive data sets were generated in computer, from which samples with 60 and 104 data points were drawn using the stratified random sampling method. These exhaustive data sets were generated departing from a pair of primary and secondary variables showing a good correlation. Then successive sets were generated by adding an amount of white noise in such a way that the correlation gets poorer. Using these samples, it was possible to find out how primary and secondary information is used to estimate an unsampled location according to the correlation level.
INTRODUCTION
The study of weights applied to variables in co-estimation must be an important issue when working with cokriging techniques. Weights are assigned based on the spatial variance of the phenomenon under study. In this sense, the further a sample is located from the point being estimated, the lower will be the weight assigned to it.
It is already known that weights are constrained to different conditions in order to obtain a minimum estimation error-variance. These conditions depend on the cokriging technique applied. For example, in simple cokriging and collocated simple cokriging, there is no restriction to weights since in these cases global means are known. On the other hand, in ordinary cokriging it is necessary that primary and secondary weights sum up to one and zero, respectively, whereas in collocated ordinary cokri ging the sum of all weights must be one. These conditions, together with normal equations, form the cokriging systems whose resolution provides the weights for each sample.
Neither the knowledge about the behavior of weights under these restrictions nor the changes that occur in this behavior when sample correlation coefficient varies are well comprehended yet. Conde (2000) studied ordinary cokriging applied to variables with different correlation coefficients. In the case of isotopic sampling, average and variance values presented small variation as the correlation diminished. For partial heterotopic sampling, variance values increased with the reduction of correlation, leading to the conclusion that, in such case, the method is not enough reliable.
As already mentioned, the weights that are assigned to secondary and primary variables in ordinary collocated cokriging are constrained to some conditions, but it does not mean that they are sufficient to guarantee consistent estimates. For instance, one problem is the enlargement of the estimated values range. Thus, the knowledge about which weight is assigned to each variable in different situations is necessary to control results in order to obtain better ones.
Thus, the aim of this paper is to investigate the influence of a secondary variable in the estimate of a primary variable by ordinary collocated cokriging. More specifically, it is intended to analyze the weights assigned to both variables in situations in which they present different correlation coefficients.
COKRIGING
Cokriging techniques constitute an attractive alternative and are commonly used when there is a variable of interest (primary variable) whose sampling is poor, and other variables (secondary variables) more densely sampled. These techniques work as follows: the estimates of a primary variable at unsampled locations are done considering not only primary data, but also secondary information.
According to Journel and Huijbregts (1978) , the major contribution of cokriging to mining is the possibility of co-estimating poorly sampled variables, but Olea (1991) and Myers (1982) mention that the best advantages are the reduction of error-variance estimation and the opportunity of estimating many attributes in the same domain.
According to Olea (1999) , the absence of primary or secondary information in one or more points of database does not constitute a problem since cokriging shows to be more efficient in this case. Instead, Isaaks and Srivastava (1989) mention that cokriging does not show any advantage regarding kriging when both variables are sampled in all locations.
Several authors like Isaaks and Srivastava (1989) and Wackernagel (1998 Wackernagel ( , 2003 also mention that cokriging results are identical to the kriging ones when spatial correlation between primary and secondary variables is absent. In cases of isotopic sampling, cokriging is not worthwhile, and also when a secondary variable is available at the estimate location, the approximation of retaining only the collocated secondary data affects little prediction performance (Goovaerts 1998).
COLLOCATED COKRIGING
Among several cokriging techniques, collocated cokriging can be used in cases of heterotopic sampling. More specifically, it can be applied when primary data are present in sparsely distributed points while secondary data are located in all points of the grid being estimated.
In this case, the option for collocated cokriging is an attempt to avoid matrix instability that comes out from the application of ordinary cokriging. This problem is a direct consequence of a high auto-correlation between closer secondary data as opposed to lower auto-correlation and more distant primary data, resulting in negative co-estimates (Xu et al. 1992 , Wackernagel 2003 . According to Xu et al. (1992) , another reason for choosing collocated cokriging is the need of eliminating redundant information since secondary data collocated or located near unknown primary data tend to screen the influence of further away secondary data. INFLUENCE 
OF A SECONDARY VARIABLE IN THE ESTIMATES
According to Xu et al. (1992) , for ordinary collocated cokriging the estimator is:
where Z 1 (x o ) is the primary variable estimate; m 1 and m 2 are the average of primary and secondary variable populations, respectively Z 1 (x α ) is the sampled primary variable; and Z 2 (x o ) is the secondary variable sampled at the same location where the primary variable will be estimated. The system from which primary and secondary weights (λ α or λ i and λ 2 or λ j , respectively) are obtained is:
where C 11 ( · ) and C 22 ( · ) are the spatial covariances of primary and secondary variables, respectively; C 12 ( · ) is the cross-covariance between primary and secondary variables; and µ is the Lagrange multiplier. Covariances C 11 ( h ) and C 22 ( h ) and cross-covariances C 12 ( h ) = C 21 ( h ) can be obtained by calculating and modeling, respectively, experimental variograms and cross-variograms under a valid corregionalization linear model. However, according to Journel (1999) and Goovaerts (1997) , depending on the number of variables, this constitutes an unattractive procedure because variogram modeling becomes more complex since models cannot be built independently from each other.
A solution to this drawback, according to Xu et al. (1992) , is to assume the Markov-type screening hypothesis from which the influence of any primary data Z 1 (x + h) on secondary collocated variable Z 2 (x) is screened by the primary data Z 1 (x). These authors also mention that the practical result of this hypothesis is the calculation of C 12 ( h ) = C 21 ( h ) from C 11 ( h ) as follows:
where C 12 ( 0 ) is the spatial cross-covariance between primary and secondary variables at null distances, and C 11 ( 0 ) is the spatial covariance of primary variable at null distances.
Equivalently, the cross-covariance can be written as (Xu et al. 1992 ):
where ρ 1 ( · ) is the correlogram function of primary; variable and ρ 12 ( · ) is the cross-correlogram function between primary and secondary variables. Note that, according to this expression, the cross-correlogram can be estimated directly from Z 1 correlogram and from the correlation coefficient between Z 1 (x) and Z 2 (x). Therefore, we do not need to compute the cross-semivariogram function, but only the direct semivariogram function of Z 1 (x). Under the Markov model, the collocated co-kriging estimator can be written in its standardized form (Xu et al. 1992 
):
Thus, the primary variable was estimated by a collocated cokriging considering 60 or 104 points (Figure 3 ) with primary and secondary information. Besides collocated points present only information about the secondary variable.
For a better understanding, the procedures and resulting samples used in this paper are summarized in Figure 4 .
Thus, for each sample composed of 60 and 104 collocated data points, we have estimated a regular grid such as the grid of exhaustive data sets (both PV and SVs). Since the exhaustive data sets present 3404 data points, the samples represent 1.76% and 3.06% of original populations. Unsampled data points were estimated by collocated cokriging as defined by Xu et al. (1992) .
where σ 1 and σ 2 are stationary standard deviations associated with means m 1 and m 2 for variables Z 1 and Z 2 , respectively. The collocated co-kriging equations can be, after Xu et al. (1992) , written in its standardized form:
MATERIALS AND METHODS
For this work a data set composed of both primary( Figure 1 ) and secondary ( Figure 2 ) variables was considered. We have departed from a secondary variable SV1 presenting high correlation coefficient with primary variable (PV) as shown in Figure 2A '. Since the idea of this paper is to test the influence of correlation between PV and SV's, we have generated secondary variables (SV2, SV3, SV4 and SV5) presenting lower correlation coefficients by adding an increased percentage of white noise. From each complete data set of all these variables and of the primary one, stratified random samples with 60 and 104 points were drawn. In order to perform the collocated coestimation, we used an isotropic variogram for the primary variable to which an exponential model with sill equal to 5.27, a nugget effect of 0.001 and a range of 55.6 was fi tted.
INFLUENCE OF A SECONDARY VARIABLE IN THE ESTIMATES

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we want to examine the infl uence of the correlation coeffi cient in collocated cokriging.
Actually, we have to analyze the sum of primary variable weights and compare it to the secondary variable weights. This paper presents the results of a research project done by the authors and presented as a master thesis by Watanabe (2008) .
Figures 5 and 6 present results as image maps for the sum of PV and SV weights, respectively, for samples with 60 and 104 allocated data points. Both fi gures show the same behavior for the sum of PV and SV weights. The higher the correlation, the higher is the infl uence of a secondary variable. On the other hand, when correlation goes down, the infl uence of primary variable goes up. This is the most interesting result of this study, which shows clearly that, when the correlation is low or weak, the primary variable is retained as the more reliable information. Moreover, for cases of low correlation coefficients between primary and secondary variables only locations around collocated data points are well co-estimated. In other words, when an unsampled location gets further from data points, the estimated value is poorly estimated since the secondary variable does not help in the co-estimation process. 
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MARCELO M. ROCHA, JORGE K. YAMAMOTO, JORGE WATANABE and PRISCILLA P. FONSECA Histograms for the sum of PV and SV weights confirm the same behavior as described before (figures 7 and 8). Moreover, these histograms show the complementary character of both distributions for a same correlation coefficient. For example, Figure 7A (on both sides) shows that almost all classes of the histogram for the sum of PV weights are less than 0.20, whereas for SV weights almost all classes are greater than 0.80. It is clear that there is a mutual relationship between the correlation coefficient and the sum of PV or SV weights. In order to get this relationship we can compute for every correlation level the mean of sum of PV weights and the mean of SV weights and display them in a graphic (figures 9 and 10). These figures summarize what we have seen regarding the sum of PV and SV weights. When correlation goes down, the mean of sum of PV weights goes up, whereas when the correlation coefficient increases, the mean of SV weights also increases according to a second degree polynomial function. Correlation coefficients between data points and a second degree function confirm the goodness of fit. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper showed how the correlation between primary and secondary variables influences the use of either primary or secondary information. When primary and secondary variables are well correlated, estimates are done based on the secondary information. On the other hand, when the correlation is poor, then the primary information is used to estimate unsampled locations. Actually, when the correlation is poor, the ordinary kriging of the primary variable gives results as close as collocated cokriging ones.
Finally, when we have collocated data points, the sample size does not change significantly the estimation results. 
